
Phishing, hijacking, malware, ransomware, spoofing, SQL injection… the list of 
cybersecurity threats gets longer every day. Azure provides built-in security and 
compliance features, but many organizations are looking to bolster their defenses or 
meet heightened regulatory or compliance requirements.  

3Cloud’s Security Jumpstart guides customers in crafting a security strategy to 
ensure the confidentiality, integrity, and availability of their data and operations by 
uncovering existing risks and assisting them with architecture and remediation of new 
or existing environments as it relates to the 8 security domains. This engagement 
also analyzes current investments, assists with uncovering potential features, and 
identifies redundant security efforts as an opportunity for cost savings.  

  
SECURITY JUMPSTART  
Strengthen your security posture with Azure

Security Environment 
Our security experts will analyze your current cloud security posture and tooling, and make recommendations 
to assist with preparation or achieving regulatory compliance, securing your data, identify mission critical 
updates you may have overlooked, or just hardening your overall footprint.

Why It Matters
The Azure platform and Microsoft security offerings are constantly evolving and improving. 3Cloud’s Security 
Jumpstart strives to partner with our customers to make a significant impact on their security environment, 
security team, and operational costs. 

Security Team 
We will empower your team with the tools and knowledge to gain or maintain a strong security footprint and 
acumen for your internal and external customer base. We’ll also create a plan to address your long-term goals 
such as Zero Trust Architecture.

Operational Costs 
We will review your current security tools for opportunities to help identify where they may be condensed, 
understanding existing investments, and simplifying day-to-day operations and burdens.
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Deliverables Include  
Slide deck, executive report, and extractions of 
the raw data to highlight some of the most at-risk 
components, to include CAF (Cloud Adoption 
Framework) architecture, communications, 
and sensitive data, and can include how the 
environment compares to regulations or a well 
architected framework.
In addition, go-forward roadmaps are included 
for maintenance of the work that was completed 
as well as planning for future goals and 
recommended services.

How It Works
The Security Jumpstart engagement takes 2-3 weeks 
and provides a full suite of detailed documentation 
with an analysis of your current security position and 
recommendations for updates. 

Azure has built-in 
comprehensive security 
and compliance. Microsoft 
invests more than $1 billion 
annually on cybersecurity 
research and development.  

$1B

Microsoft has a great 
commitment to the problems 
of the enterprise. The security 
built into Azure is huge for us 
and ensures the safety of our 

data wherever it is.

- Julia Anderson 
Global Chief Information Officer, Smithfield

Microsoft Azure analyzes 
over 8 trillion threats per day.8T

Example RoadmapBy The Numbers

Why 3Cloud
3Cloud is your one accountable partner to deliver Azure infrastructure, data and analytics, 
and application development with the fastest time to value from our experience, tools, 
and accelerators. 3Cloud is the largest pure-play Azure partner in the ecosystem with 
unequaled expertise in Azure. We have hundreds of Azure experts, including MVPs and 
Fast Track Solution Architects, with thousands of hours implementing cutting edge 
solutions with Microsoft’s most advanced technology.
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